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Adopting DevOps practices is nowadays a recurring task in the industry. DevOps is a set of practices intended to reduce the friction between
the software development (Dev) and the IT operations (Ops), resulting in higher quality software and a shorter development lifecycle. Even
though many resources are talking about DevOps practices, they are often inconsistent with each other on the best DevOps practices.
Furthermore, they lack the needed detail and structure for beginners to the DevOps field to quickly adopt them.
In order to tackle this issue, this paper proposes four foundational DevOps patterns: VERSION CONTROL EVERYTHING, CONTINUOUS INTE-
GRATION, DEPLOYMENT AUTOMATION, MONITORING AND OBSERVABILITY. The patterns are both detailed enough and structured to be easily
reused by practitioners and flexible enough to accommodate different needs and quirks that might arise from their actual usage context. Fur-
thermore, the patterns are tuned to the DevOps principle of Continuous Improvement by containing metrics so that practitioners can improve
their pattern implementations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The concept of DevOps was introduced in 2009 [Humble and Molesky 2011] and quickly became popular, as it
promises teams to deliver value faster while keeping the same quality level [Forsgren et al. 2018; Forsgren et al.
2019]. In fact, adopting DevOps has been shown to lead to less burnout and an increase in job satisfaction [DORA
2022] and is now very common in the software industry. The word DevOps comes from joining Development with
IT Operations, and although DevOps has been discussed for many years now, there is still no academic accepted
definition [Dyck et al. 2015]. This contrasts with the plethora of definitions that is possible can find online. One
definition proposed by Leite et al. [Leite et al. 2019] is:

"DevOps is a collaborative and multidisciplinary effort within an organization to automate continuous
delivery of new software versions, while guaranteeing their correctness and reliability."

However, the lack of a consensual definition has lead to an increasing diversity of software development practices
being described under the general term of DevOps [Lwakatare et al. 2016]. This, together with the fact that it
often requires complex changes in organizations’ processes and workflows [Bucena and Kirikova 2017] makes its
adoption anything but trivial.
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Furthermore, a quick online search reveals several resources suggesting best practices for DevOps, but these
practices are often not sufficiently explained or documented in such a way that they can be learned quickly and
communicated effectively.

For these factors, organizations seeking to adopt DevOps may have to endure additional costs by hiring experts
on the topic or unnecessary costs such as paying to use the wrong tools for the wrong job due to misguidance.
Therefore, facilitating an efficient DevOps adoption by providing extra guidance on the adoption process becomes
of the utmost interest.

A possible way to tackle this issue is formalising the DevOps best practices as patterns. These provide sufficient
detail so that people can easily understand and adapt the practices contained in them to the context of their
organisation. In this paper, we propose four new patterns to form the foundation of a broader pattern collection
regarding DevOps practices and their adoption.

For writing the patterns proposed in this paper we use three different sources of information:

—Literature - By performing the literature review in Section 2 we acquired different perspectives and definitions of
the various DevOps practices/patterns. As such, these works provide the foundation for our pattern elaboration.

—Grey literature - Many DevOps practices are shared through grey literature. They may appear in blog posts,
DevOps tools’ documentation, wikis made by companies and more. As such, they also provide valuable
information for the writing of the patterns.

—Past Experience - to add some details that the two previous kinds of literature do not possess, we use our
experience using and implementing DevOps practices to fill in the blanks.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

We reviewed the literature with the goal of finding what practices it described, and which of these had already
been formalized in pattern format. We resorted to Google Scholar. We also considered grey literature since it
is common for practitioners and companies to write their knowledge on blogs or forums. In order to find it we
used Google’s search engine to find some of the results and from those we followed their references to other grey
literature sources. To find works regarding patterns and practices for DevOps we used the following query:

devOps AND (practices OR patterns OR capabilities)

After having the search results, we start by selecting the most relevant publications based on title, abstract,
date, and methodology (if applicable). Then we recorded the relevant ones in the to-read list. Finally, we read and
analysed the items on the list, looked up the references, and added the relevant ones to the to-read list, including
references to grey literature. If the work under analysis was part of grey literature, related works by the same
author/organisation were also considered.

We started this analysis by understanding that a relevant number of patterns have been written to document
practices for developing Cloud native systems [Richardson 2018; Richardson 2021; Sousa et al. 2018a; Sousa
et al. 2018b; Sousa et al. 2018; Sousa et al. 2017; Sousa et al. 2015; Maia and Correia 2022; Albuquerque et al.
2022]. Despite the proximity of these works to DevOps and to what it enables, we realised that most of these
works do not specifically address DevOps practices and, therefore, we do not consider them in this analysis of
related works.

We found two works that tried to describe DevOps patterns. One of them is the website titled Cloud Adoption
Patterns, which provides a collection of patterns for the Cloud gathered from papers reviewed and accepted
at xPLoP conferences. They present a collection of eleven patterns for developing, testing, and managing a
cloud-native architecture. Furthermore, the authors present twelve more patterns around building a DevOps
pipeline and managing containers [Brown et al. 2022]. On the other hand, their focus is on DevOps patterns
that support cloud adoption. As such, some DevOps patterns might not be regarded if they are not relevant for
Cloud adoption. The other one is a collection of thirteen DevOps-related patterns, mined from Portuguese startup
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companies [Teixeira 2016]. However, we found that the context of some of these patterns lacks enough detail for
an easy use.

We were able to find a variety of works regarding DevOps practices. The detail of the description for these
practices ranges from a one-sentence description of the practice to somewhat detailed descriptions containing a
few paragraphs as descriptions and tips on how to adopt it. However, there is an observable discrepancy in the
extent of practices proposed by each author. This reflects the absence of consensus on the definition of DevOps
or where the boundaries between other concepts should be set. Table I gathers all the practices to help analyzing
them as a whole.

Table I. : Practices and the corresponding works

Practice Works
Deployment automation [DORA 2022; Lwakatare et al. 2019]
Trunk-based development [DORA 2022; Lwakatare et al. 2019]
Shift left on security [DORA 2022]
A loosely coupled architecture [DORA 2022]
Empowering teams to choose tools [DORA 2022]
Continuous integration [DORA 2022; Pedra 2021; Lwakatare et al. 2019]
Continuous testing [DORA 2022]
Version control [DORA 2022; Pedra 2021]
Test data management [DORA 2022]
Comprehensive monitoring and observability [DORA 2022; Lwakatare et al. 2019]
Proactive notifications [DORA 2022]
Database change management [DORA 2022]
Code maintainability [DORA 2022]
Continuous Delivery [DORA 2022; Pedra 2021]
Continuous Deployment [Pedra 2021]
Automated Build [Pedra 2021]
Cloud Infrastructure [DORA 2022; Pedra 2021]
Automated and Continuous Feedback [Pedra 2021]
Infrastructure as Code [Pedra 2021; Lwakatare et al. 2019]
Change-based Code Review [Lwakatare et al. 2019]
Agile/Lean Practices [Lwakatare et al. 2019]

As we can observe, there are a few practices that have different names but appear to be similar, such as the
case of Comprehensive monitoring and observability [DORA 2022] and Continuous monitoring [Pedra 2021] or
Cloud infrastructure [DORA 2022] and Cloud computing [Pedra 2021]. Furthermore, some of the practices only
appear in one work.

We decided to refine this list to get a more consistent list of practices. First, we set to find similar practices that,
despite having different names, had a close-enough description that we could consider them the same practice.
Afterwards, we decided to map the existing patterns to the practices to see if any of the practices appeared at
least partially on a pattern or vice-versa. Then, we decided to exclude the practices that were only mentioned in
one work and had no associated patterns. This was done so we could limit the scope of this work and focus only
on the more consensual practices.

Finally, we further analysed the remaining eight practices. One of them, Agile/Lean Practices, was too broad for
a pattern. As such, we removed it from the list. Then we have the relation of the practices Continuous Integration
and Trunk-based development where the latter can be seen as a practice that enhances the first. On the one
hand, we can get good performing Continuous Integration implementations while using other branching strategies
such as git flow. On the other hand, to get the absolute best of your Continuous Integration process, Trunk-based
development should be used since it allows for faster feedback on the changes made to the code. Then we have
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the relation between Infrastructure as Code and Version Control where the first can be seen as a part of the latter.
To address this, we decided to combine these practices into broader practices that would become our pattern
candidates. In the end, we obtained five pattern candidates represented in Table II

Table II. : Pattern Candidates

Practice Works Teixeira et al. [Teixeira 2016] CAP [Brown et al. 2022]
Deployment automation [DORA 2022; Lwakatare et al. 2019] Deploying new instances Automate VM Deployment
Continuous integration [DORA 2022; Pedra 2021;

Lwakatare et al. 2019]
Continuous Integration

Version control [DORA 2022; Pedra 2021] Version Control Organization, Re-
producible Environments

Comprehensive monitoring and ob-
servability

[DORA 2022; Lwakatare et al. 2019] Auditability, Alerting Correlation ID

Cloud Infrastructure [DORA 2022; Pedra 2021] Cloud, Scalling Autoscaling, One Region, Overlay
Network, Three Datacenters

3. ABOUT THE PATTERNS

As part of our research, we have identified the DevOps practices as portrayed in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Overview of the pattern candidates and their relations

We have decided to leave out of the scope of this paper the CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURE so that we could go into
a greater level of detail in the other patterns without making this paper unnecessarily long.

We opted to follow a structure that is very similar to the patterns in the website Cloud Adoption Patterns [Brown
et al. 2022] with only small differences. Our patterns contain the following parts:

—Name - an evocative name for the pattern
—Context - contains the context for the pattern providing a background for the problem.
—Problem - a question representing the problem that the pattern intends to solve
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—Forces - a list of forces that the solution must balance out
—Solution - a detailed description of the solution for our pattern’s problem

Similarly to the patterns on the website [Brown et al. 2022], we do not use explicit sections to break these
different parts, but rely on some formatting conventions (e.g. the solution is always described after a "therefore").
Our pattern structure diverges from the ones on the website because we decided to identify the following sections
explicitly and display their content in bullet points:

—Consequences - A list of the implications, advantages and trade-offs caused by using the pattern.
—Related Patterns - Patterns which are connected somehow to the one being described.
—Metrics - A set of metrics to measure the effectiveness of the pattern’s solution implementation.

It is also worth noting that having a metrics section is not common in most patterns’ structures. In fact, we could
not find an equivalent section in the other works. However, we decided to add it since it supports a key principle
of DevOps: continuous improvement. While it is often hard to measure the consequences of a pattern but they
translate the actual benefits or liabilities of using that pattern, metrics are easy to measure but are a proxy to how
well or thoroughly the pattern is implemented, or to which extent its consequences can be observed tangibly. They
can be less meaningful but more actionable. A pattern’s metrics should allow to measure and plan improvements
in the actual implementation of the pattern.

4. VERSION CONTROL EVERYTHING

Nowadays, developing and operating software is a multi-disciplinary job requiring people with different skills to
work on different tasks assigned to them. As such, they work on multiple artefacts that depend on each other.

How do you enable the simultaneous development of multiple artefacts while keeping the consistency
between them?

Usually, a system version is composed of multiple artefacts such as application code, dependencies, configu-
ration files or infrastructure related scripts. These artifacts may be worked on separately from the main system
version and, as such, may have many different versions. However, a team often needs to reproduce an environment
in the instance of disaster recovery or trying to scale the software horizontally, for example. As such, they need a
way to keep track of the multiple artifacts and system versions to guarantee reproducibility.

Furthermore, another factor that comes into play is that teams often have to demonstrate the system’s integrity
for auditability purposes. Therefore, teams need to have the ability to pick any release of the system and quickly
determine the version of every artifact used to create it. Furthermore, they also need the ability to compare
two releases of the system and determine what changed. As such, they need a versioning strategy that also
guarantees traceability.

Therefore,
The use of a version control system for all production artifacts, including application code and its

dependencies, application configurations, system configurations, scripts for automating the build and
configuration of environments, and the configuration files for infrastructure specifications. In the version
control system, teams must be able to query the current (and historical) state of their environments.

Consequences

—Better Disaster recovery capabilities.
—Provides auditability capabilities.
—Provides traceability.
—Better capacity management by enabling teams to horizontally scale easier.
—Response to defects - Provides the ability to roll back to a previous version when a critical defect or vulnerability

is discovered.
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—Results in higher quality software.
—Increases the learning curve for changing teams.

Related Patterns

—CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION: Provides the inputs for the build and testing of the application. Furthermore, it
facilitates the process of fixing a broken build by providing the ability to roll back to a previous version.

—DEPLOYMENT AUTOMATION: The scripts and the configuration information of the deployment process should be
stored in a version control system to ensure it is possible to recreate any environment in the event of disaster
recovery.

—CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURE: The cloud infrastructure configuration should be stored in a version control system.
—MONITORING AND OBSERVABILITY: The monitoring configuration should be stored in a version control system.

Metrics
The following metrics should be collected to measure the effectiveness of the implementation of this pattern:

—The percentage of Application code in version control
—The percentage of System configurations in version control
—The percentage of Application configuration in version control
—The percentage of Scripts for automating build and configuration in version control

5. CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION

A team of developers is working on the same system or related systems. The system under development has
a main version of the codebase (known as trunk, main, or mainline) and, as developers work on the system,
diverging changes might appear.

How often should developers integrate their work with the mainline to optimize for feedback?
Software systems are complex, and an apparently simple, self-contained change to a single file can have

unintended side effects on the overall system. When a large number of developers work on the same system
or related systems, coordinating code changes is a hard problem, as changes from different developers can be
incompatible.

Furthermore, the cost of merging diverging artifacts increases rapidly the more the artifacts to be merged differ
from each other.

Therefore,
Developers do mainline integration as soon as they have a healthy commit they can share.
As such, developers regularly integrate the code, ideally less than a day’s work, in short-lived branches or

directly to the mainline/trunk. Ideally each change to integrate equates to less than a day’s work. To make the
best of this, each integration triggers a build of the software and a set of quick tests to discover regressions. In the
event that the build fails or regressions are found, developers must fix them immediately. The combination of these
results in a shorter feedback loop while making software delivery faster.

Consequences:

—Faster Feedback Loops
—Higher quality software
—Obligation to maintain the code and the test suite.
—Increase the productivity of the teams
—Less effort required to solve the merges of diverging changes.
—Additional complexity in the development process by having to break down features into smaller incremental

steps.
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—Additional complexity in the development process by having to create and maintain test suits.

Related Patterns

—VERSION CONTROL EVERYTHING: The pattern presented here relies on the inputs stored in the version control
system as well as the ability to quickly fix broken builds by rolling back to a previous version.

—DEPLOYMENT AUTOMATION: The pattern presented here provides the packages to be used in the deployment
process.

Metrics
The following metrics should be collected to measure the effectiveness of the implementation of this pattern:

—The percentage of code commits that result in a software build.
—The percentage of commits that are automatically tested.
—The percentage of successfully executed automated builds everyday.
—The percentage of successfully executed automated tests everyday.
—The percentage of builds available for testing.
—The percentage of acceptance tests’ results that are available within a day.
—The time it takes between the build breaking and having it fixed.

6. DEPLOYMENT AUTOMATION

The development team has decided to deploy the software in a new environment, such as testing or production. As
such they reach out to the operations team as this is a combined effort of the two. There is already infrastructure
to support the environment.

How to deploy software in a reproducible, consistent and timely way?
Depending on the target environment and the type of software, the deployment process might be complex

containing various steps.
When manually deploying, there is a higher risk of mistakes occurring during the deployment process, such as

misconfigurations. This may lead to failed deploys when the new version of the software being deployed did not
cause the issues. Therefore, debugging effort must be put into the failed deployment, which presents an obstacle
to faster feedback. As such, the deployment process should be reliable.

Furthermore, different people deploying the software might do things slightly differently, obtaining different
results and making deployments not reproducible. As a consequence, if the need comes to redeploy in the event
of a disaster recovery scenario or even for manual testing and validation of the software, recreating the state of the
environment might be extremely hard.

Therefore,
The deployment process should be automated as much as possible.
The first step is to document the typical deployment process in a tool that both the development and operations

have access to. From there, work on simplifying and automating the deployment process, implementing idempo-
tence and order independence wherever possible. If available, the capabilities of the infrastructure platform should
be leveraged. The goal is to make deployments as straightforward as possible.

Consequences

—Faster time to deploy
—Faster feedback loop
—Increase productivity of the involved teams
—Reduced chance of making mistakes in the deployment process
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Related Patterns

—VERSION CONTROL EVERYTHING: The scripts and the configuration information of the deployment process
should be stored in a version control system to ensure it is possible to recreate any environment in the event of
disaster recovery.

—CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION: The packages used in the deployment should be created by the continuous
integration process and must be deployable to any environment, including production

—CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURE: Cloud infrastructure usually simplifies the deployment process by having built-in tools
for that purpose.

Metrics
The following metrics should be collected to measure the effectiveness of the implementation of this pattern:

—Number of manual steps in the deployment process.
—Time spent on deployment pipeline’s delays.

7. MONITORING AND OBSERVABILITY

A group of developers is planning the deployment or has already deployed the software system they are working
into the production environment.

How do you allow teams to understand and actively diagnose the health of their systems?
When working with complex systems that are already in production, there is the risk that changes or added

functionality may introduce unexpected side effects that may have escaped the tests.
In the instance of an outage or service degradation teams need to find what is causing the issues and how to fix

them in a timely manner. In other words, teams need to minimize the time to restore (TTR).
However, teams want to avoid the need to restore a system altogether. As such, teams must detect possible

service degradation and outages before they occur.
On the other hand, having the previously mentioned capabilities increased the development and operational

complexity of the system. Therefore,
Implement a comprehensive monitoring and observability system that allows teams to monitor prede-
fined metrics on the overall health of the system and the system state as experienced by the users.
Furthermore, it should provide the tooling that enables teams to actively debug the system. When the
system detects an issue or predicts that one is about to arise, it should preemptively alert the teams of the issue.

Consequences

—Feedback from the production environment.
—A better understanding of the state of the system in production.
—Problems become addressable before they impact the users.
—Minimizes System Downtime, increasing the robustness to production failures.

Related Patterns

—VERSION CONTROL EVERYTHING Relies on the version control system to store the monitoring artifacts.
—CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURE The monitoring strategy implemented is dictated by the use or not of cloud infrastruc-

ture

Metrics
The following metrics should be collected to measure the effectiveness of the implementation of this pattern

over a time period:

—Number of alerts resulted in no action, or were marked as "Working as Intended"? (False positives)
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—Number of system failures happened with no alerting, or alerting later than expected? (False Negative)

—Mean time to detect

—Mean time to repair

8. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes four new patterns for DevOps: VERSION CONTROL EVERYTHING, CONTINUOUNS INTEGRA-
TION, DEPLOYMENT AUTOMATION and MONITORING AND OBSERVABILITY. These patterns provided a guided
method to facilitate the DevOps adoption while keeping some of the DevOps core principles, such as Continuous
Improvement.

The proposed patterns were mined from existing literature, complemented grey literature, and with the authors’
experience. Since the patterns are newly written, their description may not be complete or miss crucial details.
Future work may pick these patterns and further evaluate their accuracy, corroborating or refuting their existence.
Finally, we do not believe that we suggest all the DevOps patterns and as such future work may consist of mining
the remaining patterns for a complete pattern catalogue.
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